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We are the voice of the global nuclear industry
We work with, support and represent the industry

We are a thought leader for nuclear energy in the
global energy debate
We inform and communicate on nuclear energy
We train the nuclear leaders of tomorrow
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We provide authoritative information about nuclear
Nuclear jobs

Nuclear Performance
https://worldnuclear.org/shop/products/t
he-nuclear-fuel-reportglobal-scenarios-2021.aspx

Nuclear Fuel

Harmonization
SMR Licensing
https://worldnuclear.org/ourassociation/publications/glo
bal-trends-reports/worldnuclear-performancereport.aspx

https://worldnuclear.org/getmedia/23c
ea1aa-8b63-4284-947aa0273327fce0/smrdesign-maturity-reportFINAL-June.pdf.aspx

Supply Chain
https://worldnuclear.org/shop/produc
ts/the-world-nuclearsupply-chain-outlook2040.aspx

https://www.worldnuclear.org/ourassociation/publications/tec
hnicalpositions/employment-inthe-nuclear-and-windelectricity-gen.aspx
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The enormity and the urgency of the climate change
challenge are staggering
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The share of fossil electricity generation
has not significantly reduced since 2000

Electricity generation from fossil fuels in
2019 higher than total generation in 2000

IEA: World Energy Outlook 2020

CO2 emissions must decline over next 30 years.
BP Energy Outlook 2020/IPCC
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There is a rapidly narrowing window of opportunity to
enable climate resilient development

Source: https://report.ipcc.ch/ar6wg2/pdf/IPCC_AR6_WGII_SummaryForPolicymakers.pdf
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Energy has taken a front row seat in global geopolitics
Natural Gas Crisis

Natural gas price (UK spot, pence per therm)

Ukraine war
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As the only low-carbon source that can produce electricity and heat,
nuclear energy could
play an important role
decarbonizing other
difficult-to- abate
sectors
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Nuclear energy needs to grow significantly for
electricity decarbonization
World nuclear installed capacity (net)
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Data Source: IPCC Special report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5
°C, 2018, IEA World Energy Outlook 2019, IAEA Electricity and Nuclear
Power Estimates for the Period up to 2050, 2020

2050

Source: WNA Harmony Program 2021
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Source: UNECE, 2021 https://unece.org/sites/default/files/2021-08/Nuclear%20power%20brief_EN_0.pdf
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Countries are looking at nuclear for climate and
energy security goals
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Lots of excitement about new nuclear projects,
large and small

Barakah 1 & 2 - UAE
APR-1400
In operation

Fuqing 5 - China
Hualong One
In operation

NuScale, US
77 MWe PWR
Design Licensed

HTR-PM, China
2x110 MWe HTGR
Under Commissioning

Shin Hanul 1 - Korea
APR-1400
In operation

Terrestrial, Canada, US, UK
190 MWe IMSR
Under Development

Nuward , France
300-400 MWe PWR
Under Development

BWRX300, US
300 MWe BWR
Under Review

Natrium, US
345 MWe SFR
MS storage
Under Development

Aurora/Oklo, US
1.5 MWe Heatpipe FNR
Under Review
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Continuous innovation

Maintaining Existing Fleet

Diverse Talent &
Knowledge Exchange

Know-how & Supply Chain

Streamlined Licensing &
Regulation

Affordable Finance

Policies & Markets

Delivering Nuclear at
Speed and Scale
Societal Acceptance

International Cooperation
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Engaging with governments for better
policymaking
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Media & policymakers are paying attention
Nuclear Energy Carbon Emissions Lowest
Among Electricity Sources, UN Reports
UN organization: Climate goals
cannot be achieved without
nuclear power.
Europe must support nuclear energy
Global climate objectives fall short
without nuclear power in the mix: UNECE
S&P Global Ratings calls for ‘nuclear renaissance’
Nuclear power needs to be part of
international climate objectives: UN report

UN Report ‘Nuclear Energy Is An Indispensable
Tool For Meeting Sustainable Development Goals’
Nuclear energy gets a seat at COP26 table;
to be part of solution to climate change
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Essential for ESG and climate financing to recognize
nuclear energy as a sustainable energy source
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Streamlining international licensing and regulation
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Governments, regulators and industry
working together
Phase 1: Technical cooperation
and recognition
Agree roles and
responsibilities

Milestones

Scope for joint reviews agreed
Expansion to include emerging
countries

Successful completion of first joint
safety reviews (or partial)

Lessons learnt from
industry and regulators
developed and shared

Develop scope and process to allow joint reviews to take place

Successful completion of first full
joint safety reviews

Undertake joint safety reviews with other regulators

Review regulatory frameworks to
identify similarities and differences

Develop lessons
learnt
Develop a learning process to reduce learning
curve about reactor designs

Identify codes and standards based
on scope of joint reviews

Framework full
operational

Agree design(s)
to be validated
Implement
agreed approach
on challenging

Undertake design
validation
activities

Develop mechanisms to allow regulators to
incorporate outputs into national frameworks

Develop forward
action plan

Share experience and feedback with
other regulators

Industry

Approach agreed for
all areas
Successful full validation of
reactor design

“localization” approach
developed

Differences in regulatory frameworks
understood

Develop lessons
learnt from shared
experience (MDEP
etc.)

Successful validation of
reactor design (or partial)

Areas of common approval
confirmed

Agree common terms

Regulators

Phase 3: Max reciprocity

Phase 2: Limited reciprocity

Identify challenging areas and mitigation plans

Provide design
information to
support multinational regulator
reviews

Identify challenging areas and mitigation plans

Identify how findings from first review would
impact other reactor designs / types

Benchmarking of targeted codes and standards

Support licensing reviews

Identify areas where relatively simple design
solutions may resolve licensing issues

Develop guidance on how to
utilize framework for different
technologies

Support SDO’s in implementation of new technologies
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There is a small window of opportunity for nuclear
energy to deliver on promises
with the urgency and at the scale needed
The global nuclear sector must work together…

• to accelerate the cost-effective deployment of nuclear projects
• to transform nuclear regulatory frameworks

• to sustain and enhance global nuclear capabilities for nuclear
supply chain, R&D, operation and regulation
• to bring disruptive technologies to deployment on a global basis
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Government support needed to instil confidence and
incentivise long term planning and investment
• Unlocking low-cost finance for nuclear

Investment costs could represent 78% of
nuclear production costs

Fuel
9%
O&M
13%

projects
IDC
20%

Financing
67%

• Streamlining the nuclear licensing and
Return
of captial
47%

OCC
11%
Source: NEA, 2020 https://www.oecd-nea.org/jcms/pl_30653
Note: Calculations based on OCC of USD 4 500 per kilowatt of electrical capacity
(/kWe), a load factor of 85%, 60-year lifetime and 7-year construction time at a real
discount rate of 9%.

regulatory frameworks

• Level playing field (policies & markets)
with other low-carbon technologies
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Nuclear energy offers a golden opportunity
to build a cleaner, more equitable world,
in which everyone has access to clean abundant
affordable energy and a high quality of life.
Sama.BilbaoyLeon@world-nuclear.org
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Nuclear energy offers a great opportunity to
decarbonize the entire economy
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